
Tea Shots Info

Why we created Tea Shots:
In 1997, Maya Tea was created out of a need for some seriously authentic and delicious
Chai. Since then, we’ve been taking on the tea world bringing to life some of our
greatest products, but we knew we couldn’t stop with just Chai. The recognized birth
of specialty co�ee is when it was compacted into a 1oz shot that we know as espresso.
Many have tried to build a tea concentrate using the same principle but did not
succeed in creating the perfect 1 oz nugget. Looking around, we saw a need for a bit of
a revolution in the tea business (we couldn’t help it, it’s what we do!) and decided
there could be a better way to create tea beverages, so we asked ourselves: What if?
What if there was a quicker way to create a glass of tea?
What if your iced tea could be ready at the quick touch of a pump?
What if you could have a shelf-stable tea concentrate so you’d never have to brew tea
again?
Enter, Tea Shots, an 11:1 tea concentrate that allows you to craft anything from
sparkling tea sodas and iced tea lattes to a good old fashioned iced tea with some
fresh lemon.

What Makes Our Tea Shots Special:
E�ciency - We’ve eliminated the time and space of a brewer by creating an 11:1 tea
concentrate. Every Tea Shot was designed for ease of use. Our bottles deliver up to 64
servings made even easier with our 1 oz pump. Add a pump to 11 oz of hot water for a
warm cup of tea, or add that mixture to a 16 oz glass filled with ice for a refreshing
iced tea.

Shelf Stable - Store Tea Shots right on your countertop in the spot that’s most
convenient and e�cient for your shop. No fridge space used or wasted product.

Flexible - Tea Shots contain no artificial flavors or colors, and no sweeteners (just
great tea) which allows you the freedom to craft beverages to your liking. You’re free
to create your own drinks using any of your favorite flavor syrups. A snickerdoodle
black tea latte or a wildberry splash sparkling green tea is at your fingertips. You
could always stick to a classic glass of iced tea sans sugar. It’s all up to you, and that’s
the way we designed it.



Tea Shots Concentrate Data Sheet

Tea Shots Black
Tea

Tea Shots Green
Tea

Tea Shots
Hibiscus

Tea Shots Yerba
Mate

Vendor
Maya Tea
Company

Maya Tea
Company

Maya Tea
Company

Maya Tea
Company

RSKU Bottle
(Single) 933300 933302 933304 933306

RSKU Case
(4-pk) 933301 933303 933305 933307

Description

11:1 Chai Tea
Concentrate, 1/2

Gallon Bottles

11:1 Chai Tea
Concentrate, 1/2

Gallon Bottles

11:1 Chai Tea
Concentrate, 1/2

Gallon Bottles

11:1 Chai Tea
Concentrate, 1/2

Gallon Bottles

Case Pack 4 bottles 4 bottles 4 bottles 4 bottles

Gross Wt 18 lbs 18 lbs 18 lbs 18 lbs

Net Wt 256 FL OZ 256 FL OZ 256 FL OZ 256 FL OZ

Case Length 9 3/16 9 3/16 9 3/16 9 3/16

Case Width 9 3/16 9 3/16 9 3/16 9 3/16

Case Height 11 1/4 11 1/4 11 1/4 11 1/4

Cases per Layer 20 20 20 20

Layers per Pallet 4 4 4 4

UPC Code Bottle 850009161505 850009161512 850009161529 850009161536

Shelf Life 1 YR 1 YR 1 YR 1 YR

Storage Temp
Zone

shelf stable/no
refrigeration

shelf stable/no
refrigeration

shelf stable/no
refrigeration

shelf stable/no
refrigeration


